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Abstract: A semiempirical methodology to model the intra-phycocyanin and inter-phycocyanin fluorescence reso-

nance energy-transfer (FRET) pathways in the rods of the phycobilisomes (PBSs) from Fremyella diplosiphon is pre-

sented. Using the Förster formulation of FRET and combining experimental data and PM3 calculation of the dipole

moments of the aromatic portions of the chromophores, transfer constants between pairs of chromophores in the

phycocyanin (PC) structure were obtained. Protein docking of two PC hexamers was used to predict the optimal dis-

tance and axial rotation angle for the staked PCs in the PBSs’ rods. Using the distance obtained by the docking pro-

cess, transfer constants between pairs of chromophores belonging to different PC hexamers were calculated as a

function of the angle of rotation. We show that six preferential FRET pathways within the PC hexameric ring and

15 pathways between hexamers exist, with transfer constants consistent with experimental results. Protein docking

predicted the quaternary structure for PCs in rods with inter-phycocyanin distance of 55.6 Å and rotation angle of

20.58. The inter-phycocyanin FRET constant between chromophores at positions �155 is maximized at the rotation

angle predicted by docking revealing the crucial role of this specific inter-phycocyanin channel in defining the com-

plete set of FRET pathways in the system.
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Introduction

Cyanobacteria and eukaryotic red algae contain elaborate light

harvesting antenna complexes in addition to chlorophyll mole-

cules. These antenna systems absorb the incident sunlight in por-

tions of the visible spectrum poorly utilized by chlorophyll and

convey the energy to the photosynthetic reaction centers through

a fluorescence resonance energy-transfer (FRET) mechanism.1–6

Each antenna system is made up of chromophore-containing pro-

teins called phycobiliproteins (PBPs). The PBPs are arranged in

subcellular structures called phycobilisomes (PBSs) at the sur-

face of the thylakoid membranes.7,8 The PBSs allow the chro-

mophores to adopt an appropriate geometry for the capture of

light and the transfer of energy with an impressively high effi-

ciency.9,10 PBSs from different species differ in their polypep-

tide composition. However, they share a general common mor-

phology that consists of a core of face-to-face cylinders formed

by staked trimeric discs of PBPs and several rods that radiate

from the core, composed of back-to-back stacked hexameric

discs of PBPs.11,12 Each PBP consists of � and � polypeptide

subunits to which one or more linear tetrapyrrole chromophores

are covalently attached. These � and � subunits associate to

form �� monomers and six of these monomers form the (��)6
hexameric units, which pile up to form the PBS rods. Phycocya-

nin (PC) is one of the PBPs that is present in the rods of the

PBSs. The chromophore in PC, phycocyanobilin, is attached by
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cysteinyl thioether linkages at positions �84, �84, and �155 in the

� and � subunits.

The supramolecular structures of PBSs have been determined

for many organisms including Synechocystis,13,14 Synechococ-

cus,15–18 and Anabaena.11,19 However, the study of light transfer

in PBSs remains a challenging task from both an experimental

and theoretical point of view. Since the first three-dimensional

high resolution structure of a PC was reported,20 considerable

efforts have been devoted to modeling the energy-transfer proc-

esses among chromophores within and between (��)6 hexameric

rings.21–26 Förster2–4 introduced a very basic formulation for the

energy-transfer mechanism between two chromophores, the so-

called FRET mechanism. A fluorescent molecule (the donor) is

excited, after which its energy is nonradiatively transferred to a

second molecule (the acceptor), which becomes excited while

the donor molecule returns to the electronic ground state. This

process occurs under resonance conditions, i.e., under conserva-

tion of the total energy. Part of the electronic energy may be

transformed into vibrational energy resulting in small inefficien-

cies due to thermal dissipation. The original theory of FRET

was derived under strong assumptions: long-range dipole–dipole

transfer regime and single-chromophore interactions. Dexter27

improved the formulation of FRET to include higher multipole

and exchange interactions. Recent experimental and theoretical

developments have suggested the necessity of a theory of FRET

considering multichromophoric processes.28–32 However, the

original Förster’s formulation of FRET has been confirmed to be

an excellent approximation to model the light transfer processes

occurring in PBPs.33–34

In his formulation, Förster2–4 defined an energy-transfer con-

stant characterized by the spectroscopic properties and the inter-

action geometry of the participating chromophores. The latter is

known as the geometric factor and includes the distance between

the centers of mass for each pair of chromophores and the

dipole–dipole orientation coefficient and is the most influential

term in the Förster equation.35 Distances between chromophores

can be extracted easily from high resolution structures of PBPs,

however dipole–dipole orientation coefficients need the determi-

nation of the direction of the dipole moment of the chromo-

phores. To obtain the direction of the dipole moments, Schirmer

and colleagues, as a first approximation, fitted a line to the con-

jugated part of the chromophores by least squares methods.36 A

more advanced determination of the dipole moment of chromo-

phores in PC has been carried out by Scharnagl and Schneider.35

They used the PPP method and considered the whole chromo-

phores and their surrounding amino acid residues as a ‘‘super

molecule’’ and concluded that the direction of the dipole

moments is essentially parallel to the long axis of the chromo-

phores. Despite FRET formulation being strongly dependant on

the dipole moments of the interacting chromophores, all studies

of FRET in PBSs up to this date have been carried out using

dipole moments determined as fitted lines to either the conju-

gated part or the long axis of the chromophores, approximations

that are not well justified.

Here, we present a semiempirical methodology to determine

the direction of the dipole moment of the chromophores in PC

and model the intra-PC and inter-PC FRET pathways in the

PBSs from Fremyella diplosiphon.21 In section one, we present

PM3 semiempirical dipole moments for the chromophores in PC

and use Förster’s formulation of FRET to determine intra-phyco-

cyanin preferential light transfer pathways. In section two, a pro-

tein docking of two PC hexamers is presented to determine the

optimal distance and axial rotation angle for the staked PCs in

the PBSs’ rods. In section three, using the distance determined

by docking, inter-phycocyanin FRET pathways were studied as

a function of the inter-phycocyanin rotation angle.

Methods

According to the Förster formulation of FRET,2–4,33 the fre-

quency of energy transfer events between a donor–acceptor pair

of chromophores is defined by the so-called transfer rate con-

stant, KDA, given by:

KDA ¼ CGSI (1)

where C is a collection of constants, G is the geometric factor, S
includes the spectroscopic properties of the interacting chromo-

phores, and I is the overlap integral between the emission and

absorption fluorescence spectra of the donor and acceptor chro-

mophores, respectively.

In eq. (1), the constant C includes the Avogadro number, NA,

and the refractive index of the surrounding medium, n,

C ¼ 9 ln 10

128�5NAn4
(2)

The geometric factor G,

G ¼ �2
DA

R6
DA

; (3)

includes the distance between the centers of mass for each pair

of chromophores, RDA, and the dipole–dipole orientation coeffi-

cient:

�DA ¼ �̂D�̂A � 3 �̂D r̂DAð Þ �̂A r̂DAð Þ; (4)

where �̂D and �̂A are unit vectors in the direction of the dipole

of the donor and acceptor chromophores, respectively, and r̂DA
is the unit vector along the line that passes through both donor

and acceptor centers of mass. The term S is given by:

S ¼ �D

�D
"A; (5)

where �D and �D are the quantum efficiency and the life-time of

the fluorescence process of the donor chromophore, respectively,

and "A is the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor chro-

mophore. Finally, the term I is given by the following integral:

I ¼
Z 1

0

FDð�ÞAAð�Þ�4d�; (6)

where FDð�Þ and AAð�Þ are the normalized fluorescence spec-

trum of the donor and absorption spectrum of the acceptor chro-

mophores, respectively.

The atomic coordinates of the constitutive phycocyanin (PC)

from Fremyella diplosiphon were extracted under accession

code 1 cpc from the Protein Data Bank. This structure was
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obtained by Duerring et al.21 from X-ray data with an R-factor

of 18.1% and resolution of 1.66 Å. Each unit cell consists of

two �� heterodimers, which each contain three tetrapyrrole

chromophores (phycocyanobilins) at positions �84, �84, and

�155. The (��)6 hexameric ring (containing 18 chromophore

molecules) was obtained by the application of the R3-symmetry

generator. The labeling of the subunits is in accordance with the

symmetry operation as suggested in ref. 36.

The dipole moment of the aromatic portion of each chromo-

phore was calculated as a single point for their conformation in

the PC hexamer using the PM3 semiempirical method37 imple-

mented in Gaussian 98.38 The correct hybridization of the atoms

in the aromatic portions was maintained by substituting the con-

nected non-hydrogen atoms with hydrogen. The distance

between the centers of mass for each pair of chromophores was

calculated after transforming the atomic coordinates from the

standard system of reference (Gaussian output) to the actual

coordinates in the PC structure.

Values for the parameters contained in the S and I terms

were taken from ref. 33 and are shown in Tables 1 and 2. These

are experimental values for the chromophores in PC from Syne-
chococcus sp. PCC 7002 and are assumed to be valid for the set

of chromophores in PC from Fremyella diplosiphon studied in

the present work based on the structural similarity of the chro-

mophores.21 In addition, both PCs share the same residues that

modulate the spectral properties of the chromophores through

Coulombic and van der Waals’ interactions.21,39 The refractive

index, n, was set to the value 1.567 on the basis of experimental

results.40,41

To define the geometrical arrangement adopted by the

stacked PCs in the rods of physiological phycobilisomes (PBSs),

two PC hexamers were docked using the program BiGGER42,43

with an angular step of 158. The 5000 models generated are pre-

sented ranked according to five different parameters: geometric

complementarity, side chain contacts, electrostatic energy, solva-

tion energy, and global score. The latter is a value defined by

BiGGER that combines the former four parameters to indicate

the likeliness of a model to represent a near-native solution and

it ranges from 0 to 1. To have a representative sample of the

best putative models, the 20 top scored models for each of the

five interaction parameters calculated by the software were

selected. Each of the selected models was then visually

inspected to determine whether they did or did not show the

back-to-back type of interaction reported for PCs in rods as seen

by electronic microscopy,11,18,44 i.e., PC hexamers positioned

one on top of another maintaining an axial symmetry. Displace-

ment along the symmetry axis passing through both centers of

the PC rings and rotations around the same axis were considered

to cluster the putative models. The inter-phycocyanin distance of

the models in the best scored cluster was then used for investi-

gating inter-phycocyanin FRET constants as a function of the

angle of rotation. Because of the threefold symmetry of the sys-

tem, a rotation range of 1208 was studied.
In this work, to describe energy transfer between chromo-

phores, we use the term pathway. This term refers to single or

multiple consecutive steps of energy transfer between pair of

chromophores where the Förster constants are the highest for the

system. Preferential pathways refer to those pathways that are

compatible with empirical information and also with a global

model for energy transfer.

Results and Discussions

Intra-Phycocyanin Preferential Light Transfer Pathways

Table 3 shows the mass centers and PM3 dipole moments

obtained for the aromatic portions of the phycocyanobilins in

the unit cell of PC from Fremyella diplosiphon. Using the data

in Tables 1–3, FRET constants were determined for all possible

acceptor–donor pairs within a hexamer of PC. Light transfer

between chromophores �84
4 –�84

6 (and their symmetry equivalents

�84
5 –�84

4 and �84
6 –�84

5 ) are the fastest, taking 5.96 ps on average.

These are followed by transfer steps between chromophores �84
1

–�84
2 (and their symmetry equivalents �84

2 –�84
3 and �84

3 –�84
1 ) with

an average time of 9.86 ps and between chromophores �84
1 –�84

4

(and their symmetry equivalents �84
2 –�84

5 and �84
3 –�84

6 ) with an

Table 1. Quantum Efficiency, F, Fluorescence Life time, � , and Molar

Extinction Coefficient, ", for the Chromophores.

Chromophore F � (ns)

" � 10�8

(cm2 mol�1)

�84 0.23 1.50 1.15

�84 0.19 1.45 0.70

�155 0.25 0.93 1.12

Data were taken from ref. 33.

Table 2. Fluorescence Overlap Integral, I, Between Donor–Acceptor Pair

of Chromophores.

Acceptor

Donor �84 �84 �155

�84 4.50 7.49 2.16

�84 3.47 6.96 1.25

�155 7.81 9.97 5.60

Data were taken from ref. 33.

Table 3. Mass Center and PM3 Dipole Moment for the Aromatic

Portions of the Chromophores in the Unit Cell of Phycocyanin From

Fremyella diplosiphon (pdb Accession Code 1cpc).

Chromophore Mass center PM3 dipole moment

�84
1 [29.26, �26.34, 12.23] [0.81, �0.67, �0.69]

�84
1 [�17.56, �10.77, 17.32] [�0.56, �0.11, 0.96]

�155
1 [�15.02, �43.93, 8.43] [0.42, 0.20, 1.85]

�84
6 [�33.52, �20.71, �12.39] [�1.84, �0.74, 0.94]

�84
6 [15.36, �13.83, �17.49] [1.02, �0.35, �1.14]

�155
6 [7.22, �46.12, �8.34] [�0.91, 0.43, �2.18]
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average time of 22.6 ps. All the above-mentioned transfer steps

can be joined to define three internal pathways: [�84
1 –�84

3 –�84
6 –

�84
5 ], [�84

2 –�84
1 –�84

4 –�84
6 ], and [�84

3 –�84
2 –�84

5 –�84
4 ]. These path-

ways connect chromophores �84 from different trimers in 43.6

ps. �155–�155 light transfer steps take 44.6 ps on average and on

their own define three external pathways: [�155
1 –�155

6 ],

[�155
2 –�155

4 ], and [�155
3 –�155

5 ] connecting chromophores �155 from

different trimers. Photons absorbed by any chromophore in the

upper trimer of PC will be transferred to chromophores in the

lower trimer of the PC hexamer by one of these pathways. We

refer to these pathways as preferential pathways and summarize

them in Table 4 and Figure 1.

The model for light transfer shown in Table 4 is striking in

that it only uses the 12 transfer steps with the shortest transfer

times out of the 153 possible pairs of chromophores inside a PC

hexamer. Six preferential pathways allow defining short intra-

phycocyanin transfer times, because of a small number of quick

steps per pathway (between one and three). This model is com-

patible with the short time and high quantum efficiency observed

for energy transfer in PBPs and PBSs.9,10 If we were to consider

the next shortest transfers, i.e., those between chromophores �84
1

–�84
5 , �84

2 –�84
6 , and �84

3 –�84
4 , the model does not gain any extra

functionality as a pathway connecting chromophores �84 from

different trimers already exists. Also, these steps are too slow

(101 ps) to be of importance in the energy transfer of a phycobi-

lisome in vivo.

An analysis of the intra-phycocyanin light transfer pathways

in rods of Fremyella diplosiphon has been previously pub-

lished.21 In their work, Duerring et al. approximated the dipole

moments to the line fitted to the conjugated portions of the chro-

mophores, and reported dipole moments in the opposite direc-

tion, which differ on average by 1508 to those reported in this

study. Transfer constants of 6.24, 38.3, and 108 ps for pairs

�84–�84, �84–�84, and �155–�155, respectively, were reported on

the basis of their calculations. The differences between the

results previously obtained and those presented here are princi-

pally because of the different determination of the dipole

moments of the chromophores. Because the �–�* electronic

transitions, for quantum states of the delocalized electrons

belonging to each chromophore are involved in the energy trans-

Table 4. Highest Intra-Phycocyanin Fluorescence Resonance Energy

Transfer Constants.

Pair

Distance

(Å) � K�1
DA (ps) K�1

AD (ps)

�84
4 –�84

6 20.6 �1.04 5.98 9.20

�84
5 –�84

4 20.6 �1.04 5.94 9.15

�84
6 –�84

5 20.6 �1.04 5.96 9.18

�84
1 –�84

2 20.6 �0.802 10.0 15.4

�84
2 –�84

3 20.6 �0.810 9.86 15.2

�84
3 –�84

1 20.6 �0.815 9.73 15.0

�84
1 –�84

4 26.3 1.13 22.6 22.6

�84
2 –�84

5 26.3 1.13 22.6 22.6

�84
3 –�84

6 26.3 1.13 22.6 22.6

�155
1 –�155

6 27.9 �0.658 44.7 44.7

�155
2 –�155

4 27.9 �0.658 44.7 44.7

�155
3 –�155

5 27.9 �0.660 44.5 44.5

For each of the interacting pair of chromophores, distances between their

mass centers and orientation coefficients (�) between their dipole

moments are shown. The reciprocal of the forward (1/KDA) and back-

ward (1/KAD) Förster constant in picosecond units are also included. The

latter are estimates of the time a photon takes to be transferred from the

donor chromophore (D) to the acceptor chromophore (A) and vice versa.

Because the PC hexamer under study was created by applying symmetry

operators to the structure of a dimer, transfer constants between pair of

symmetry equivalent chromophores (e.g., �84
4 –�84

6 , �84
5 –�84

4 , and �84
6 –

�84
5 ) are very similar.

Figure 1. Intra-phycocyanin and inter-phycocyanin preferential light

transfer pathways in the rods from Fremyella diplosiphon, showing
the distances between the centers of mass of the chromophores.

Only the pathways in an (��)2 dimer of each hexamer are shown.
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fer among chromophores, the previous calculations and our ones

have only considered the aromatic portion of these molecules to

calculate the dipole moments. In this work, we have introduced

a PM3 semiempirical calculation to determine the dipole

moments of the chromophores, whereas Duerring et al. used

Schirmer’s method of least squares to fit a line to the aromatic

portion of the chromophores. Moreover, the previous calcula-

tions neglected the spectral differences between the three types

of chromophores present in PC. Here, we have used experimen-

tally determined quantum efficiencies, life-times of fluorescence,

molar extinction coefficients, and overlap integrals between the

emission and absorption fluorescence spectra of the donor and

acceptor chromophores for the determination of Förster rate con-

stants. The only other quantum mechanical calculation of dipole

moments for chromophores in PBPs reported in the literature is

that for phycocyanobilins in PC from Mastigocladus lamino-
sus.35 In their calculations, Scharnagl and Schneider used the

PPP method and considered the chromophores and their sur-

rounding amino acids as a ‘‘super molecule.’’ However, coordi-

nates for the unit cell of PC from Mastigocladus laminosus were
never deposited in a public repository and a direct comparison

of the result of both calculations protocols is not possible.

Nevertheless, Scharnagl and Schneider concluded that the direc-

tion of the dipole moments is essentially parallel to the long

axis of the chromophores. Such a dipole will be similar to those

obtained by the least squares method proposed by Schirmer

et al.36, and in fact Debreczeny et al. by using both approxima-

tions for the dipole moments of the chromophores in PC from

Mastigocladus laminosus obtained similar FRET constants.33

An experimental transfer time of 1 ps for the pair �84–�84 in

trimers of PC from Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 has been previ-

ously reported.34 This transfer time corresponds to transfer con-

stants of 1.42 ps from �84 to �84 and of 3.37 ps from �84 to �84

(experimental transfer times are the reciprocal of the sum of the

forward and backward rate constants for a given pair of chromo-

phores). Zhang et al.24 have reported experimental transfer times

of 10 and 20 ps for chromophore pairs �84–�84 and �155–�155,
respectively, in hexamers of PC from Anabaena variabilis. These
correspond to rate constants of 20 ps for �84–�84 and 40 ps for

�155–�155. On the basis of the agreement between these experi-

mental results and the calculations presented here, we consider our

estimates of Förster constant rates in PC from Fremyella diplosi-
phon to be an improvement to those previously published.21

Docking Model of a Complex of Two Phycocyanins

PBPs do not exist in isolation but rather form supramolecular

complexes called PBSs. To study the assembly of two PC hexam-

ers in the rods of the PBSs from Fremyella diplosiphon, a protein

docking was performed using the software BiGGER. From the

5000 putative models of the complex of two PC hexamers gener-

ated by BiGGER, only the 20 top-scored solutions for each of the

interaction parameters calculated by the software were selected. It

is noteworthy that the 20 best evaluated models according to the

BiGGER global score showed the expected back-to-back interac-

tion type for PCs in PBSs’ rods.11,18,44 Conversely, none of the 20

top models for the electrostatic energy parameter showed this type

of interaction. Nineteen out of the 20 top scored complexes

according to interaction surface, and 11 out of the 20 top scored

by solvation energy presented the expected interaction type.

Because of the low discriminatory power of the lateral chain inter-

action parameter (the top 1579 models were assigned the same

value), no models using it were selected.

The 50 selected solutions corresponded to 42 different puta-

tive models. Solutions were clustered based on inter-phycocya-

nin rotation angle and distance. Because of the threefold symme-

try of the system, models with PCs rotated 1208 around the axial

axis were considered equivalent. Also, models where the probe

PCs just differed by a few Angstroms of translation along a non-

principal axis were considered to be equivalent. The resulting

six clusters (Table 5) showed inter-phycocyanin distances rang-

ing from 54 to 56 Å, and rotation angles ranging from 9.58 to

35.58. Where one PC is upside-down (rotated 1808 around a

nonprincipal axis) the existence of a screw angle between the

upper and lower trimers in PC hexamers results in models that

show angles of rotation different from multiples of the angular

step (158). Therefore, because of the symmetry of the system

studied, although we used an angular step of 158, we have found

solutions, which differ from each other by only 58.
As shown in Table 5, models with an inter-phycocyanin

rotation angle of 308 have the highest surface matching area.

This result has been reported by Stec et al. who performed a

hexamer contact search for PC from Cyanidium caldarium.23

However, the relationship between geometric complementarity

and the different energetic contributions to the stabilization of a

system are not necessarily trivial as has been shown for trimers of

PC from Fremyella diplosiphon.45 In fact, Table 5 shows that the

Table 5. Clusters of the Putative Models for a Complex of Two Phycocyanin Hexamers from Fremyella

diplosiphon.

Number

of models

Surface

matching (Å2)

Solvation

energy (kcal/mol)

Global

score

Inter-phycocyanin

rotation

Inter-phycocyanin

distance (Å)

3 1519 �10.86 0.18 9.58 55.4

16 1224 �10.16 0.52 15.08 56.0

3 1427 �18.43 0.73 20.58 55.6

1 1792 �9.75 0.00 24.58 54.4

6 1814 �13.17 0.00 30.08 54.0

13 1803 �9.17 0.00 35.58 54.6

Positive rotation angles mean rotations of the lower PC anticlockwise around the symmetry axis passing through

both centers of the phycocyanin hexamers.
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best scored solutions are those in the cluster with inter-phycocya-

nin distances of 55.6 Å and a rotation angle of 20.58. The three

solutions in that cluster have the highest solvation energies, and

appear in the third, fourth, and sixth positions of the global score.

Therefore, these inter-phycocyanin distance and rotation angle

were used for the study of the inter-phycocyanin transfer path-

ways. Similar results (inter-hexamer rotation of 238 and inter-

phycocyanin distance of 55.1 Å) have recently been obtained for

PC rods from Gracilaria chilensis by using a different docking

algorithm.46

Inter-Phycocyanin Preferential Light Transfer Pathways

We can extend our intra-phycocyanin preferential transfer pathways

model to include inter-phycocyanin transfers. On the basis of the

above-mentioned docking results, we assume that two neighboring

PCs in the rods from Fremyella diplosiphon’s PBSs are rotated

20.58 from each other with a distance between their mass centers

of 55.6 Å. If we limit our search to transfers between chromo-

phores in the lower trimer of the upper PC, and the upper trimer of

the lower PC, 81 paths exist. Similarly to intra-phycocyanin trans-

fers, in the inter-phycocyanin transfers one group is by far faster

than the rest. The 15 preferential pathways are shown in Table 6

and Figure 1. The closest chromophores in the complex containing

two PC hexamers are those attached to positions �84. Not surpris-

ingly, �84–�84* transfer takes on average 13.7 ps (where * means

that the chromophore belongs to the lower hexamer of the com-

plex). The next closest pair of chromophores corresponds to those

in positions �84. However, their interaction is not the second fastest

but the fourth with transfer taking on average 53.5 ps. Interestingly,

the �155–�155* pairs are the most separated, yet the high orientation

coefficient for their dipole moments position them as the third

quickest transfer. These cases confirm the importance of not only

the distance, but also the orientation factor in the Förster formula-

tion. Transfers from chromophores �84 to �84* and from chromo-

phores �84 to �84* are also included in the preferential pathways.

The six intra-phycocyanin preferential light transfer pathways

become 15 inter-phycocyanin preferential light transfer pathways.

Figure 2 shows the �84–�84* , �84–�84* , �84–�84* , �84–�84* ,

and �155–�155* inter-phycocyanin transfer constants between

neighboring hexamers as a function of the inter-phycocyanin

Table 6. Highest Inter-Phycocyanin Fluorescence Resonance Energy–

Transfer Constants at Inter-PC Distance of 55.6 Å and 20.58 Inter-PC
Rotation.

Distance

(Å) �

K�1
DA

(ps)

K�1
AD

(ps)

�84
4 –�84

3* 24.0 1.23 13.7 13.7

�84
5 –�84

1* 24.0 1.23 13.7 13.7

�84
6 –�84

2* 24.0 1.22 13.8 13.8

�84
4 –�84

2* 33.5 �1.78 38.1 58.6

�84
5 –�84

3* 33.5 �1.79 38.0 58.5

�84
6 –�84

1* 33.5 �1.79 38.0 58.6

�155
4 –�155

2* 39.3 1.90 41.2 41.2

�155
5 –�155

3* 39.3 1.90 41.2 41.2

�155
6 –�155

1* 39.3 1.90 41.2 41.2

�84
4 –�84

1* 31.3 1.24 53.5 53.5

�84
5 –�84

2* 31.3 1.24 53.5 53.5

�84
6 –�84

3* 31.3 1.24 53.4 53.4

�84
4 –�84

2* 33.5 �1.75 60.5 39.3

�84
5 –�84

3* 33.5 �1.75 60.4 39.2

�84
6 –�84

1* 33.5 �1.75 60.4 39.2

Chromophores on the left belong to the upper phycocyanin hexamer, and

the ones on the right (marked with an asterisk) belong to the lower hex-

amer in the complex.

Figure 2. Förster constants for inter-phycocyanin FRET pathways as a function of

the inter-phycocyanin rotation angle. An inter-phycocyanin distance of 55.6 Å has

been assumed.
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rotation angle. The analysis of the curves reveals that the trans-

fer constant between chromophores �84–�84* reach a maximum

far higher than that on optimally packed rods (inter-phycocyanin

rotation of 20.58). The rest of the preferential pathways in the

optimally packed rods show transfer constants similar to the

maximum obtained in this study. The �155–�155* pair is the only

inter-phycocyanin pathway connecting �155 chromophores from

neighboring hexamers. Remarkably, the transfer between chro-

mophores at positions �155 is maximized at the angle of rotation

predicted by the docking model. This indicates the crucial role

of this inter-phycocyanin channel in defining the complete

FRET process in Fremyella diplosiphon’s PBSs.
Duerring et al. assumed an interhexamer distance of 60 Å

and no interhexamer rotation when studying inter-phycocyanin

transfer pathways, quoting crystal packing, and electron micro-

graphs as guidelines.21 The only strong coupling reported was

�84–�84* with a transfer constant of 46.7 ps. In this report, we

have been able to identify 15 channels of energy transfer

between neighboring PC hexamers. Depending on what chromo-

phore is initially excited, our results show that the energy will

be transferred to the neighboring PC hexamer between 13.7 and

85.8 ps. These transfer constants are in agreement with experi-

mental transfer times in the range of 45 to 130 ps along PC rods

composed of one to four hexamers.47

Conclusions

Using the Förster formulation of FRET and combining the PM3

calculations of the dipole moments of the aromatic portions of the

chromophores, docking process via BiGGER software, and exper-

imental data for quantum efficiencies, lifetimes of fluorescence,

molar extinction coefficients, and overlap integrals, a semiempiri-

cal methodology to model the intra-phycocyanin and the inter-

phycocyanin FRET pathways in PBSs from Fremyella diplosi-
phon was developed. We identified six intra-phycocyanin and 15

inter-phycocyanin FRET preferential pathways, with transfer con-

stants in agreement with experimental results. It seems that

whereas the intra-phycocyanin pathways are optimized for speed,

the inter-phycocyanin pathways maximize the number of channels

of transference between neighbor hexamers. Our study also pre-

dicts the quaternary structure of a rod from Fremyella diplosi-
phon. The study of the inter-phycocyanin FRET pathways

between pairs of chromophores belonging to different PC hexam-

ers as a function of the inter-phycocyanin rotation angle reveals

the crucial role of the inter-phycocyanin channel connecting �155

chromophores to define the complete set of FRET pathways in

the system. We conclude that the close agreement between exper-

imental results and our theoretical calculations, as well as the cor-

respondence between the inter-phycocyanin angles of rotation cal-

culated so as to maximize inter-phycocyanin FRET constant and

that calculated by protein docking to be the result of the use of

PM3 dipole moments for the chromophores in this study.
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